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Abstract

We study shape coexistence in186Pb using configuration mixing of angular-momentum and particle-number projected
consistent mean-field states. The same Skyrme interaction SLy6 is used everywhere in connection with a density-d
zero-range pairing force. The model predicts coexisting spherical, prolate and oblate 0+ states at low energy.
 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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The behavior of shell effects away from the vall
of stability is a topic of very active investigation, bo
theoretically and experimentally. For light nuclei, t
sphericalN = 20 and N = 28 shells disappear i
neutron-rich isotopes, leading to strongly deform
ground states and largeB(E2) transition probabilities
between the first 2+ state and the ground state [1
In contrast, the magic proton numberZ = 82 is
particularly strong and its influence persists even
very neutron-deficient nuclei. The ground state of
isotopes is known to be spherical down to182Pb [2].
The weakening of the magicity of theZ = 82 shell
manifests itself through the appearance of low-ly
0+ states [3]. At least one low-lying, excited 0+
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level has been observed in all even–even Pb isoto
betweenA = 182 and 194 at excitation energi
below 1 MeV, the most extreme cases being188Pb
and 186Pb [4,5] with two excited 0+ states below
700 keV.

Two different kinds of models have been invok
to explain the coexistence of several 0+ states at
low energy [6]. In a shell model picture [5], the fir
excited 0+ level observed from202Pb down to186Pb is
interpreted as a two-quasiparticle proton configura
(πh9/2)

2, while the second one in188Pb and186Pb
as well as the first 0+ state in184Pb are understoo
as a four-quasiparticle configuration(πh9/2)

4. In this
picture, neutrons and protons outside the inert c
interact through pairing and quadrupole interaction
generate deformed structures. Such a model req
a drastic truncation of the configuration space. Up
now, it has only been applied in rather schematic
qualitative ways.
 BY license.
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In mean-field models, the 0+ states observed a
low energies are associated with coexisting ene
minima which appear for different values of the ax
quadrupole moment [7]. The ground state correspo
to the spherical minimum and the excited 0+ level to
a deformed state with an oblate (in the heaviest
isotopes) or a prolate (in184Pb up to188Pb) shape.

However, shape coexistence in the neutron-d
cient Pb region cannot be described on the leve
mean-field models in a fully satisfactory way. T
minima obtained as a function of the quadrupole m
ment are rather shallow and dynamical effects s
as quadrupole vibrations may affect the very ex
tence of these minima. Tajima et al. [8] and, more
cently, Chasman et al. [9] have studied the quadrup
dynamics of Pb isotopes by performing a configu
tion mixing of mean-field states with different axi
quadrupole moments. Their results support the in
pretation of the excited 0+ states as deformed min
ima. The lowest excited levels obtained in the co
figuration mixing calculation have average deform
tions close to that of the mean-field minima. Howev
the calculated excitation energies overestimate the
perimental values. Diabatic effects have been stud
by Tajima et al. who have included, for each ax
quadrupole moment, the lowest Hartree–Fock+B
(HFBCS) configuration and the two-quasiparticle d
formed proton configurations(πh9/2)

2. Tajima et al.
have shown that these configurations do not influe
the configuration-mixing results significantly, and th
they can be neglected.

The experimental data on neutron deficient Pb
topes are not limited to a few 0+ states. Rotationa
bands have also been observed whose properties
served to interpret the excited 0+ state as associate
with oblate and prolate deformations. Transition pro
abilities between the levels are also known in so
cases. It seems, therefore, highly desirable to apply
configuration-mixing method that we have recen
developed [10] to Pb isotopes. This method treats
multaneously the most important symmetry resto
tions and the mixing with respect to a collective va
able. Here, we present an application to186Pb. This
isotope has the unique property of having 0+ levels
as its lowest three states, with the excitation energ
the second and third 0+ also being the lowest amon
the known Pb isotopes [5]. While the ground st
is assumed to be spherical, the 0+ states observed a
e

532 keV and 650 keV are interpreted as correspo
ing to oblate and prolate configurations.

The “projected” configuration mixing of mean-fie
wave functions performed here has several goals.
particle-number projection removes unwanted c
tributions coming from states with different partic
numbers, which are an artifact of the BCS approa
The angular momentum projection separates the
tribution from different angular momenta to the mea
field states and generates wave functions in the lab
tory frame with good angular momentum. Finally, t
variational configuration mixing with respect to a co
lective coordinate, the axial quadrupole moment in t
work, removes the contributions to the ground st
coming from collective vibrations, and simultaneou
provides the excitation spectrum corresponding to
mode.

The starting point of our method is a set
independent HFBCS wave functions|q〉 generated
by mean-field calculations with a constraint on
collective coordinateq . Such mean-field states bre
several symmetries of the exact many-body sta
Wave functions with good angular momentum a
particle numbers are obtained by the restoration
rotational and particle-number symmetry on|q〉:

(1)|JMq〉 = 1

N
∑

K

gJ
KP̂ J

MKP̂ZP̂N |q〉,

whereN is a normalization factor.P̂ J
MK , P̂N , P̂Z

are projectors onto the angular momentumJ with
projection M along the laboratoryz-axis, neutron
numberN and proton numberZ, respectively. We
impose axial symmetry and time reversal invarian
and, therefore,K can only be 0 and we shall omit th
coefficientgJ

K = δK0. This prescription excludes th
description ofγ bands whereK = 2.

A variational configuration mixing on the collectiv
variableq is then performed for each angular mome
tum

(2)|JMk〉 =
∑

q

f JM
k (q)|JMq〉.

The weight functionsf JM
k (q) are determined by

requiring that the expectation value of the energy

(3)EJM
k = 〈JMk|Ĥ |JMk〉

〈JMk|JMk〉
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is stationary with respect to an arbitrary variati
δf JM

k (q). This prescription leads to the discretiz
Hill–Wheeler equation [11]. Such a secular probl
amounts to a restricted variation after projection
the set of states obtained for different values of
collective variableq . Collective wave functions in
the basis of the intrinsic states are then obtai
from the set of weight functionsf JM

k (q) by a basis
transformation [8]. In|JMk〉, the weight of each
mean-field state|q〉 is given by:

(4)gJM
k (q) = 〈JMk|q〉.

Since the collective states|JMk〉 have good angula
momentum, quadrupole moments and transition pr
abilities can be determined directly in the laborato
frame of reference without further approximations.

The same effective interaction is used to gen
ate the mean-field wave functions and to perform
configuration mixing calculation. We have chosen
Skyrme interaction SLy6 in the mean-field chan
[12] and a density-dependent, zero-range force as
fined in [13], in the pairing channel. The pairing equ
tions are solved using the Lipkin–Nogami prescr
tion, as done in [10]. The two-body center-of-ma
correction is self-consistently included in the intera
tion SLy6 [12]. However, in the present calculations
is includeda posteriori at the mean-field level as we
as in the projection and configuration-mixing calcu
tions.

In Fig. 1 the deformation energy of186Pb is plot-
ted before and after projection on angular moment
All curves are drawn versus the intrinsic axial quad
pole moment of the unprojected mean-field states
projectedJ = 0 states are spherical, this “quadrup
moment” is only a convenient way to label the pr
jected states. The curve labeled “mean-field” plots
deformation energy after particle-number project
only. It exhibits a spherical global minimum as we
as local minima at prolate and oblate deformatio
While the deformation energy of the prolate min
mum fortuitously reproduces the experimental va
of 0.650 MeV for the prolate 0+ state, the 1.1 MeV
deformation energy of the oblate minimum overe
mates the experimental value of 0.532 MeV for t
oblate 0+ level. A fourth, very shallow, minimum ca
be seen at a deformationβ2 ≈ 0.5; it is too shallow to
be safely associated with a physical state.
Fig. 1. Particle-number projected (“mean field”) and pa
cle-number and angular-momentum projected potential en
curves up toJ = 10 for 186Pb as a function of the mass quadr
pole moment in barn (upper axis) or, equivalently, in terms ofβ2
(lower axis). The energy reference is that of the projected sphe
mean-field state.

The energy curves obtained after angular mom
tum projection are also shown in Fig. 1. At mode
ate deformations, around the prolate and oblate m
ima, the mean-field states are dominated by ang
momentum components withJ � 8. This is reflected
in the fact that all projected energy curves are far
low the mean-field one. The spherical mean-field s
is rotationally invariant and, therefore, contributes
J = 0 only. Two minima appear at small deform
tions, aroundβ2 = ±0.1. They do not correspond t
two different states, but to the correlated spherical s
(see below). For larger prolate and oblate deform
tions, the energy difference between the mean-fi
and J = 0 curves stays nearly constant. The prol
and oblate mean-field minima are present in all
projected energy curves. Angular momentum pro
tion reduces the energy difference between the sph
cal (|β2| ≈ 0.1) and deformed minima to 0.2 MeV fo
the prolate and 0.68 MeV for the oblate well. Wh
the prolate potential well is pronounced for all angu
momenta, the oblate one now becomes very sha
for J = 0.

The excitation energiesEJM
k of the collective state

|JMk〉 obtained from the configuration mixing calc
lation are shown in Fig. 2. Each of these states is re
sented by a horizontal bar drawn at the average in
sic deformation

∑
q β2(q) |gJM

k (q)|2, whereβ2(q) is
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of the lowest positive parity bands with ev
angular momentum andK = 0, as a function of the deformation (se
text). The angular momentum projected energy curves are sh
for comparison. The energy reference is that of the calculated+

1
ground state.

the deformation of the mean-field state. The excitat
spectrum is divided into bands associated with diff
ent deformations. Configuration mixing lowers the e
ergy of the lowest collective states with respect to
projected energy curves. The energy gain is the lar
for the ground state, hence increasing the excita
energies of the prolate and oblate 0+ levels.

The corresponding collective wave functio
gJM

k (q) are presented in Fig. 3. Their square gives
weight of each mean-field state|q〉 in the collective
state|JMk〉.

The ground state wave function is spread in
similar way on both oblate and prolate sides with
zero value for the averageβ2 deformation. The wave
functions of the first two excited 0+ states are strongl
peaked at either prolate (0+

2 ) or oblate deformation
(0+

3 ), with their tails extending into the spherical we
For higherJ values, the shape of the wave functio
confirms their assignment to oblate and prolate ba
as already hinted so in Fig. 2. As there is no spher
well for J > 0 states, their wave functions mix on
prolate and oblate configurations. Starting withJ = 4,
all levels are strongly localized and are predominan
either prolate or oblate. The shapes of the 0+

4 , 2+
3 ,

and 4+3 wave functions suggest their interpretation a
rotational band built on aβ vibration within the prolate
well, while the wave function of the 2+4 state indicates
Fig. 3. GCM wave functions of the lowest|JMk〉 states. Solid lines
denote spherical states, long-dashed lines the oblate band, d
lines the prolate band, and dotted lines theβ band in the prolate
well.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the calculated excitation energies
the available experimental data for low-lying states in186Pb. From
the left to the right the spectra show oblate, spherical and pro
bands.

that it corresponds to a vibrational state, which
spread over the entire potential well.

The calculated spectrum is compared with
experimental data in Fig. 4. The excitation ene
of the prolate 0+ state at 0.55 MeV is very clos
to the experimental value. In contrast, the excitat
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energy of the oblate 0+ level is largely overestimated
The experimental data even suggest that the ob
state is slightly below the prolate one. A nice res
from the calculations is that the structure of the fi
three 0+ levels is dominated by spherical, prolate a
oblate configurations, respectively, and this supp
the interpretation of the experimental data in ter
of shape coexistence. This feature could not h
been guessed from the deformation energy curves
Fig. 1), where the oblate well has a depth of o
500 keV in contrast with the prolate one of 1 MeV. T
excitation energies of the first two excited 0+ states are
even quite close to the energy differences between
deformed minima and the spherical minimum of t
mean-field deformation energy curve.

Both experimentally and theoretically, all ban
exhibit a rotational behavior, with the exception
the E0+ − E2+ energy difference which is too sma
This can be understood from the stronger state mix
for the J = 0 than for higherJ values which is
observed in the calculations. For the prolate ba
however, the displacement from a rotational beha
remains too small. This is probably a conseque
of the overestimated energy of the oblate band h
which reduces the mixing between the deform
configurations.

Calculated transition probabilities forJ > 2 states
confirm the separation of the excited states into
tational bands with very smallB(E2) transitions be-
tween them. While the transition quadrupole m
ments,Q0, of the oblate (Q0 ≈ −600e fm2 or β2 ≈
−0.2) and prolate (Q0 ≈ 1000e fm2 or β2 ≈ 0.34)
bands slowly grow with angular momentum, the d
formation of the third rotational band stays nearly co
stant at aboutQ0 ≈ 1400e fm2 (β2 ≈ 0.49), in agree-
ment with the systematics of the minima in the p
jected energy curves of Fig. 1. TheB(E2) values for
the in and out of band 2+ → 0+ transitions confirm
that the low-lying 0+ states are indeed mixed.

Our results strongly support the interpretation
the Pb isotopes spectra as evidence for shape c
istence. There remains, however, a significant o
estimation of one of the band’s excitation energy. T
could be due to several ingredients of the model:

• The effective mean-field interaction; small diffe
ences between interactions (surface tension, s
orbit strength, . . . ) shift the relative energies
-

the various coexisting minima at the mean-fie
level [14,15]. In a calculation with the Skyrm
SLy4 interaction, the prolate and oblate 0+ states
are pushed up to 1.05 MeV and 1.39 MeV, resp
tively, as can be expected from the overall stif
energy surface of this interaction [16].

• The strength and the form factor of the pairing
teraction; a test with a reduced pairing stren
(−1100 MeV fm3) shows that the energies
the prolate and oblate minima of the deform
tion energy curves are reduced to 0.2 MeV a
0.65 MeV, respectively.

• The configuration space used in the configurat
mixing; to test this possible source of error, w
have enlarged the space by including the ob
(πh9/2)

2 two-quasiparticle proton configuration
as was done by Tajima et al. [8]. As in this wor
the results are changed by at most 100 keV.

• The inclusion of triaxial quadrupole configur
tions; projection onJ becomes much heavier n
merically, and this is still beyond present nume
cal possibilities.

• Generalized interaction for calculations beyo
mean field; most mean-field interactions depe
on the one-body density. It is known since the 7
that this density dependence can have two dif
ent origins: either a three-body force or a resu
mation of (short-range) correlations. To genera
this dependence for the non-diagonal matrix e
ments appearing beyond the mean-field appr
mation, we have chosen the generalisation st
ming from a three-body interaction. Resummat
of correlations beyond mean-field gives rise to
other generalisation of the Skyrme force [17]. T
study of shape coexistence in nuclei like the
isotopes could be a good place to determine
merits of both generalisations of the Skyrme for
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